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CHAPTERR TWO 

THEE COLONIA L ORDER (PART ONE) 

Whatt kind of order was this and in which ways, if any, was it continued or perpetuated by the 

republicann regime that was to replace it a mere two decades after the Caracas' celebrations? From 

thee ease with which in 1789 the royal portraits filled the center of power at the very center of the 

Caracas'' square one might be tempted to answer these questions by positing a highly hierarchical 

andd centralized Spanish empire as the colonial antecedent of the intense processes of state 

centralizationn that took place in the century after Independence. According to such a view the lines 

off  power and authority would all have radiated outwards and downwards along a series of 

bureaucraticc links spanning all the way from the King in Spain to the distant colonial periphery. In 

turn,, not just bullion or agricultural commodities but also the myriad requests for favors, privileges 

orr appointments, or, more generally, for juridical adjudication in the especially ambiguous or vexed 

circumstancess of the colonies would have followed an inverse trajectory. Traveling upwards from 

thee colony along these very links, sometimes these myriad requests would have made it all the way 

upp until finally reaching the faraway Court in Madrid. Such, indeed, is the canonical view which a 

majorityy of historiographical writings on the subject still nowadays transmit, and which take the 

centralistt absolutism of the Spanish empire largely for granted. In particular, it is the line which has 

beenn adopted by studies bent on identifying a centralist tradition as the longue duree of all Latin 

Americann societies (Véliz, 1980). Presumed to be rooted in the past, such a tradition is often 

construedd as the colonial legacy from which the societies in the area would have strived 

unsuccessfullyy to break loose, as evidenced by the chronic alternation everywhere of periods of 

democracyy interrupted by intervals of dictatorship. Relatively recently, however, a somewhat 
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alternativee understanding has begun to crystallize in the relevant historiographical literature. 

'Pactism''Pactism' and the Colonial Order 

Indeed,, even if by no means altogether  discarded, nevertheless in recent years a group of 

historianss have considerably qualified and, even, dented this received wisdom. In an exceedingly 

insightfull  essay Schaub (1998:27-53), for  example, argues that thinkin g of the internal relations of 

thee Hispanic monarchy to its subjects on the model of the "modern State", thus attributtin g an 

excesss of normative and bureaucratic autonomy to the workings of the imperial order, draws 

supportt  from 

thee confluence between the existence of a literar y genre devoted to the thematic of reason of 

statee and the institutional development of the monarchy, as manifested in the production of 

colossall  amounts of administrative documents (1998:33 ~ my translation). 

Thee author  makes,, however, clear  that "th e reflexive concept of the State"  is thoroughly absent from 

thee "language"  of the documents found in the royal archives. As the "record of juridica l acts"  these 

documents,, and the casuistic juridica l doctrines on which they drew, "refer  us to forms of behavior 

characterizedd by particularism and privacy"  (ibid:35). Both the doctrines and the documents are 

evidencee of the "tota l compenetration of (..) administrative and private law or  (..) political field and 

familia ll  domain"  (ibid:39). 

Thiss would leave, in the discursive field, the so called "politica l literature"  of the tirne-

"mirror ss of princes"  and reason of state treatises-and, in the "fiel d of politicall  action,"  the 

"arbitrations, ""  as the two domains where one may find support for  placing the monarchy in the 

lineagee of the centralized modern state (ibid:39). Although preoccupied with guiding the "politica l 

calculus""  of the monarch within an "uncertain present"  (ibid:40) nevertheless, according to Schaub, 

itt  is impossible to disengage from either  of these two sets of sources "th e foundations of an 

alternativee political rationality "  (ibid). Neither, in other  words, provides evidence for  the existence 

off  an autonomous domain where the notion (and the reality) of the "normativ e sovereignty" 

(ibid:34)) of the state was effectively articulated. Embedded in a Christian cosmology where a 

Providence-orientedd salvation was the telos of all worldl y action, the literature' s emphasis on 
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"politica ll  calculation at no time pretends to displace the normative, i.e., juridica l and theological 

foundationss of the Christian royalty"  (ibid). And, on the other  hand, assuming similar  underpin-

ningss the royal 'arbitrations ' were themselves "rooted on the conceptual field of (..) domestic 

economy""  (ibid) and, just like the 'mirrors ' and treatises, fully acknowledged the legitimacy of the 

existingg corporate ordering of society (ibid:41). 

Indeedd it is the very structure and exigencies of this order  that, according to a host of recent 

historians,, as much in Spain as in the colonies would have distinctively inflected the sociopolitical 

dynamicss of the monarchy, circumscribing its workings within the confines of a 'pact'  between the 

Kingg and his subjects. This even if, especially since the second half of the XVUfth century with the 

adventt  of the Borbon dynasty to the crown, such workings would have increasingly registered the 

effectss of absolutist interventions and policies. In evaluating the Enlightened Despotism of the 

Borbonss one needs, however, to recognize the extent to which the novelty of the royal policies was 

itselff  mediated and limited by the preexisting 'pactism'. Rooted on a much older  constitutionalism 

off  medieval origins, the 'pact'  between King and subjects provided the inescapable horizon across 

whichh all royal initiatives and innovations were refracted and, occasionally, derailed. In line with 

Schaub'ss understanding of the complexion and dynamics of the Ancien Régime Guerra claims, for 

example,, that 

too employ for  that era concepts such as the State-implicitly modern-sovereignty, 

absolutism,, civil society, is to apply to previous eras concepts that were elaborated in the 

XDCthh century in the postrevolutionary context, even if their  genesis goes back to more 

remotee eras (1998:109-110). 

Thee author  even goes as far  as to contest the usual view of Independence in Spanish America as a 

transferencee of sovereignty "fro m the King to the nation"  since that would presuppose that, 

unaccountablee to any other  instance, the King already enjoyed all the "attribute s of sovereignty" 

(ibid).. Insisting that the contemporary formula "se acata pero no se cumple"  ("i t is obeyed but not 

carriedd out" ) aptly summarized the actors' understanding of their  relationship to the monarchy and 

thee constraints which the former  imposed on the latter, Guerra cautions against taking at face value 

thee "absolutist discourse"  of the Bourbons in the late colonial period which, instead, 
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mustt  be analyzed not as the expression of reality but as an ideal or  as a project, often 

confusedd and contradictory, which, moreover, does not suppress the juridica l foundations 

norr  the political practices really existing in the hispanic monarchy (ibid). 

Itt  is these "foundations"  and "practices"  which, in turn, configured the corporate order  of society as 

onee of the two poles of the 'pact'  within which the workings of the monarchy were deployed and, 

largely,, enframed. 

Withi nn the constraints of this 'pact'  subjects expected their  monarchs to behave less lik e the 

untrammeledd subjectivity of the deity in nominalist theology than as the kind of ruler  envisioned in 

Stt  Thomas' writings. In this latter  view 'wisdom', not 'free will '  as in the former, was the defining 

attribut ee of the monarch. This means that, at least for  a majorit y in the colonies, the ideal king was 

somee sort of wise judge of the peace which, much lik e the Thomist God, sat in judgment of a 

createdd world imbued of an inherent legality. Vis-a-vis this world divinely ordained by the dictates 

off  natural law the King' s primar y role was restricted to casuistically adjudicating with regard to 

specificc instances, issues and circumstances. This is like saying that for  the colonial majorit y their 

livedd world was far  removed from the radical contingency with which, in line with the refiguration 

off  the divinit y in late medieval theology, absolutist theorists invested the creation so as to better  free 

thee monarch to tamper  with its constituting principles according to his free-will dictates. It is this 

freee wil l which makes it possible to talk of the Absolute Monarch as being already a 

paradigmaticallyy modern individual which "freed from 'substantial categories' (...) is literall y 

absolutus,absolutus, that is, released, free"  (Moretti , 1983:45). Whatever  the case was in the narrow reflecting 

galleriess of royal ceremonial, portraitur e or  historiography it now seems as if, so to speak, 'on the 

ground',, things in the colonies were considerably more mixed and complicated. In their  day to day 

dealingss with the representatives and institutions of the crown colonial subjects very much behaved 

onn the assumption that withi n the corporate order  of which they were a part their  status and stations 

inn lif e possessed a natural law legitimacy which the monarchy not only ought to acknowledge but, 

moree importantly , confirm. Regardless of how much, especially with the Bourbons, the Spanish 

monarchyy tried to turn things around, at least for  a large majorit y of subjects the role which 

legitimatelyy accrued to the king within the established order  of things remained quite 
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circumscribed.. Maintaining good order, levying taxes or protecting and expanding the faith, as well 

ass guarding and preserving the harmony among the existing 'orders' and hierarchies, when necessary 

adjudicatingg to redress what might have gone astray so as to return things to their 'natural' state, 

thesee were the duties and privileges of kings according to the (increasingly beleaguered) views of 

theirr colonial subjects. 

Itt is true that throughout Spanish America the Conquistadors did not succeed in constituting 

themselvess as a nobility. Their aspirations to pass on to their heirs their rights to exact tribute or 

exercisee jurisdiction over the indigenous populations that had been assigned to them in 

'encomiendas'' was first frustrated juridically by the New Laws (1542-1543) and then in the battle-

fieldfield in Peru in 1548 (Brading, 1994:21; McAlister, 1984:192-193), even if inconsistent enactments 

onn the subject of inheritance remained for a considerable time (Gibson, 1966:62). In Venezuela the 

encomenderoo group managed to preserve their privileges longer than elsewhere (Lombardi, 

1982:43),, but also there these finally expired in the seventeenth century through a succession of 

royall  decrees that issued in the extinction of the last encomiendas (Salcedo Bastardo, 1993:148). 

Arguablyy this event may be regarded as setting the stage for the transition to the hacienda as the 

formm of land ownership that, until the present, has dominated the Venezuelan countryside. I will , 

however,, leave aside, for the moment, the controversial issue of how agrarian property was 

effectivelyy structured in the colony concentrating, instead, on the significance that the extinction of 

thee encomienda had for the kind of social order that emerged both in Venezuela and throughout 

Spanishh America. Simply put, such extinction meant that a nobility never developed there, and, 

therefore,, that one of the main pillars which sustained the corporate order in the Old World was 

absentt from the New. Because even if it is true that a kind of aristocracy did emerge both in 

Venezuelaa and elsewhere rooted in the ownership of the best agricultural lands, it did not amount to 

aa nobility neither in terms of its inherited status nor of its privileges. The difference already suggests 

thatt whatever its nature was, what the above-mentioned colonial pact certainly was not was the 

seamlesss instantiation of its medieval precedent. Also, that there was nothing in the New World like 

thee kind of encompassing framework which in the Old regulated the relations between the nobility 

andd the lower orders, encasing both within a series of ritualized counter-prestations of access to 

landd and protection in exchange for loyalty and different kinds of services. 
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Butt  other  New World developments further  complicated everywhere, and with especial 

intensityy in Venezuela, the scheme of 'orders' or  'estates' as it had developed in Europe and was 

transplantedd to the colonies. For  one thing, different than in Spain, in Spanish America the different 

'orders''  of society did not have rights of representation in the 'Cortes' or  Spanish parliament, and, 

therefore,, one can only speak of the existence of 'estates' in the Americas in the broadest sense of 

groupss having jurisdiction s and rights (Morse, 1989:98-99). Butt  surely the most important develop-

mentt  in the New World was the racial mixing among the different strands of population which 

camee together  in the Americas (Gilmore, 1964:14; Serrera, 1994:66). To be sure, and right from  the 

veryy start, that of the Spaniards with the different indigenous populations which they encountered in 

theirr  spread both north and south from the Caribbean. But also soon afterwards the contributions 

whichh the blacks, brought in large numbers as slaves from different parts of Africa , made to these 

originall  mixings. Over  time the manifold crossings among the already hybridized descendants of 

blacks,, Indians and whites issued in a racial landscape of trul y staggering complexity. Generically 

designatedd as 'castas' throughout Spanish America, and, more commonly, as 'pardos' or  brown-

coloredd in Venezuela the populations resulting from all these crossings did not find any clear  place 

inn the colonial order  of things. 

II  mentioned earlier  how colonial society was primaril y organized along a divide starkly 

demarcatingg the 'republi c of Indians' from the 'republi c of Spaniards'. The stark division of social 

realityy into two relatively compartmentalized polities already presupposed a considerable distortion 

off  the corporate order  which the Spaniards brought with them to the Americas, substituting a deep 

cleavagee among rulers and ruled for  the complementary relations of vassalage and lordship 

prevailingg in the Spanish peninsula (ibid). This dualistic institutional framework provoked 

transformationss in the imported arrangement which were, however, perhaps even more momentous 

thann just the segregation of rulers and ruled along with the forms of domination which this 

arrangementt  enabled. By not making any legal room for  those resulting from the above mentioned 

crossings,, the institutional and legal framework of the two republics saw itself increasingly 

exceededd by a floating population which it found difficul t to classify and effectively control. With 

noo recognized legal standing or  even identity, the status of all these mixed populations was defined 

mostlyy negatively in reference to that of 'Indians' and 'Spaniards', as a series of legislated exclusions 
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orr  prohibition s detailing all those rights and privileges to which they were not entitled. Thus, for 

example,, the 'pardos' or  'castas' were forbidden by law to enter  "the universities, seminars and the 

priesthood""  (King 1953: 529) or  to hold any offices in the local municipal government Written in 

thee heat of the wars of Independence, the following passage from a dispatch sent in July 1815 by 

Donn José Ceballos, the then Captain General of Venezuela, to the Council of the Indies in Spain 

andd recommending the monarchy to improve the legal status of the colored populations in the 

colonyy so as to insure their  support for  the royalist cause gives a good idea of the scope of the 

exclusionss which affected the 'pardo' population: 

Law,, custom, and, generally, a preoccupation entrenched over  a long period of time and 

harderr  to overcome than anything else, excludes them from the secular  and the regular 

clergy,, from every position in the Municipal Council, and from any other  honorable 

occupationss and perfections, from entering some devotional Confraternities or 

Brotherhoods,, and even from having any social dealings with the white class whose persons 

andd houses they are not allowed to approach without displaying the same respect that is 

shownn or  should be shown to public authority. The women are obliged to wear  a separate 

dress,, and forbidden from using certain adornments which the Law explicitly indicates; and 

beforee the creation of a Militar y Provincial Corps especially for  the colored population, 

'pardos''  were excluded from the army in which only the white neighbors were allowed to 

servee (Ceballos in King ,1953:531).10 

Inn other  words, and again in Ceballos' words, as a result of all these exclusions the 'pardos or  'castas' 

constitutedd a "thir d intermediate people in between the white and the black"  whose members "to a 

certainn extent were considered as foreigners"  (ibid:531) in the colony, even though many among 

themm had resided there for  almost as many generations as the oldest white settlers. Finding 

themselvess in a legal limbo and increasingly forced to make a living in the interstices of the 

colony'ss juridica l ordering, the members of the free colored population became petty traders or 

10.11 will reproduce this passage again in a later chapter in the context of commenting at some length on the overall 
characteristicss of the colonial document to which it belongs. 
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smalll  landholders in those areas of the countryside not claimed by the larger  property owners, 

roamedd the partiall y unclaimed and vast extensions of the Venezuelan plains as bandits or  nomads 

orr  concentrated in large numbers in the main urban centers. There they filled the main occupations 

andd trades, becoming for  example carvers, shopkeepers or  carpenters, organized themselves in 

brotherhoods,, militar y batallions and guilds, sometimes accumulated considerable wealth, and, 

generally,, were perceived from above as a destabilizing element which through their  untutored 

comingss and goings threatened to unsettle the established order  of things. 

Itt  was probably largely in response to this situation that a remarkably punctilious and 

ceaselesslyy proliferatin g system of racial/ethnic categorization developed as a means to somewhat 

dispell  the opacities of the social world by rendering its manifold complexities more legible to 

power.. According to Arias Amaro, for  example, in Venezuela "th e following distinctions emerged" 

fromfrom  the mixings among whites, indians and blacks: a. mestizos (born of the union of a white man 

andd an indian woman), b. zambos (from a black man and an Indian woman; c. mulatos (from a 

whitee man and a black woman; d.cuarterones (from the union of a white man and a mulata) e. 

quinteronesquinterones (from a white man and a cuarteron) (ibid:83). The Venezuelan historian Salcedo 

Bastardoo has added other  ethnic/racial labels which, in their  strikin g graphicality, cast a powerful 

lightt  on the colonial situation. Recently attention has been powerfully drawn to the centrality of 

translationn as intrinsi c to this situation as well as to the moments when a translation simply breaks 

downn (Rafael, 1988:19-22,26-54,137,155). The attempts to block all translation were no less 

intrinsi cc to it as, for  example, with a whole category of people somewhat enigmatically labeled "no 

tee entiendo"  (I  don't understand you) in the colonial documents. Or  as in the following labels where 

classificationn was used to block any passage or  translation across the colonially instituted 

boundaries.. When one reads, again in Salcedo Bastardo, of people racially labeled 'tente en el aire' 

('stayy standing in the air' ) or  'ahf the estas' ('stay right  there') (ibid: 145), one is instantly struck by the 

imagee of someone arrested in mid-air  and visibly exposed as an inexpressible freak by a label where 

anyy descriptive pretensions are given up in favor  of the prescriptive dimension inherent to any 

systemm of classification. 

Butt  as much in their  proliferatio n as in their  surrendering of description these labels already 

suggestt  that the system of racial categorization was reaching a breaking point, stretched to the limi t 
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ass it were by its inabilit y to keep up with the bewildering combinations unleashed by the reality of 

raciall  mixtur e in the colony. As James Lockhart has argued for  Spanish America generally, during 

thee "matur e colonial period"  roughly corresponding to the eighteenth century this system "had, 

throughh its own operation, come into crisis"  (1984:316). Beyond a certain point to respond to the 

proliferatio nn of unprecedented racial combinations among the "humbl e people"  though the genera-

tionn of ever  "finer  distinctions"  was, he says, "unrealistic"  (ibid:316). According to the author  the 

reactionn to this situation was not, however, to just abandon all distinctions after  having sharpened 

themm "but to do both almost simultaneously"  (ibid). Thus, the "later  eighteenth century"  was the 

"heyday""  of the proliferatio n of "categories for  subtle degrees of mixture and cross-mixture"  (ibid). 

Yett  this was also the time when prompted by social developments across Spanish America, the 

oppositee tendency to "revert to simplicity"  also asserted itself with the generic 'castas' or  'pardos' 

increasinglyy used as a label to refer  to the lower  classes as a whole. Over  time, as he puts it, 

alll  the lower  groupings inside the Hispanic world were becoming more assimilated to each 

otherr  than ever, in function as well as in subculture. And, in fact, society increasingly 

recognizedrecognized them as one group under  the concept castas, a term which as most used it 

includedd all mixtures plus blacks, or  everyone except Spaniards and Indians (ibid:317). 

Thiss tendency also prevailed in Venezuela where, either  implicitl y or  explicitly, historians allude to 

thee progressive replacement of the older  system of ever  finer discriminations by a single generic 

designationn during the later  colonial period (Arias Amaro, n/d:43; Lombardi, 1982:48-49; Salcedo 

Bastardo,, 1993:32). 

Iff  I  have gone on at some length into the complexities generated by the realities of 

ethnic/raciall  mixing it is not just to exemplify one of the crucial ways in which the corporate order 

becamee fundamentally altered, one might even say unhinged, in the colony. It is also to delineate 

thee colonial antecedents of a cleavage that, with the demise of the colony, came to preside over  the 

historyy of the independent nation all throughout the nineteenth century. Arguably one of the most 

productivee ways of reading a host of historical developments in Venezuela since Independence is 

preciselyy in terms of the agonistic attempts on the part of the elites and the republican leadership to 

generatee conditions of governmentality in the face of a floating, unruly population not easy to 
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accommodatee in the novel institutional arrangements that became established with the republic. 

Whil ee this is mostly the subject of the fourth chapter  where I wil l propose that the late nineteenth 

centuryy fetishization of the Venezuelan state was a solution to just such a difficulty , here I just wish 

too make clear  two things. One, the extent to which the just mentioned "solution"  came about in 

responsee to a situation inherited from the colony. The other  that regardless of how many 

continuitiess one may, in this and in so many other  respects, indeed detect between the 'colony' and 

thee 'republic'  the discontinuities and differences are not, for  that reason, any less crucial. 

Thee above is the case because whatever  difficultie s the growing presence of an 

unassimilatedd population might have posed to the colonial order, these nevertheless unfolded withi n 

juridica ll  and institutional arrangements that were ultimately fundamentally different to those of the 

succeedingg 'republic' . It is true that, at least in strictl y juridica l terms, the colonial 'republics' 

scarcelyy showed any more abilit y to accommodate this population than their  putatively "bourgeois" 

successor.. Already the replacement of the system of ever  finer racial/ethnic discrimination for  the 

alll  inclusive denomination of 'pardos' or  'castas' is indicative of a nascent awareness, on the part of 

thee colonial order, of the fundamental cleavage separating those included behind its ramparts from 

thosee left outside and increasingly construed as a somewhat threatening and homogeneous 

grouping.. There was nevertheless a colonial difference that, ultimately, made all the difference. 

Namely,, the King. Not, however, as the seat of the kind of political logic which in absolutist 

authorss lik e Bodin turned sociality into an 'environment' for  the Crown's manipulative designs but 

thee King as the pinnacle of the "republic "  and as the "icon"  and "guarantor "  of its preexisting order 

(Schaubb 1998:44). Which means that even if theoretically "not limited by any legal disposition," 

neverthelesss for  the King to realize his authority he needed to "respect"  the "ordering "  of society 

whilee simultaneously engaging in an endless round of "personal contacts"  with the "bodies"  that 

"composed""  it (ibid:52). Since, sustained by his "undisputed monopoly of favors"  (ibid) it is this 

kindd of privacy or  "bond of personal union which places the King at the heart of all possible 

representationss of authority,"  it is not exaggerated to say that 

forr  a public space to come to light it requires that national sovereignty substitutes the body 

off  the king, decapitated in flesh in the Louis XI V square or  in the mind in the general 
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quarterss of Simon Bolivar (ibid). 

Butt before symbolically loosing his imaginary head to Bolivar, the King was busily heading 

thee kingdom as the hub or axis of an intricate maze of particularistic, personalized ties and transac-

tionss all of which ultimately referred to his bodily persona as the final source of validation and 

value.. Hence in all their mutual conflicts, as well as in their attempts to have their standings and 

aspirationss confirmed, the different corporate 'actors' of the colony addressed the King more as a 

singularr being with whom they were enmeshed in a series of private, personalized ties than as the 

incarnationn of some universally accepted normative order. Neither, then, the unfettered ruler of 

absolutistt writers nor the Hegelian monarch as abstract place-holder of a universal rationality, the 

Spanishh King related personally to his kingdom through an endless flow of often ad hoc 

dispositionss and particularistic legislation specifically tailored to the realities, requirements and 

aspirationss of the members of the different corporate bodies. But also in all the conflicts arising 

amongg and within these bodies, or in the attempts by individuals from any one corporate grouping 

too have the legal restrictions blocking their access to privileges or institutions removed, the King 

figuredd as the ultimate court of appeal. 

Thee king-as-judge, thus, had the final say in the battles over precedence which pitted 

corporatee groupings such as the Church, the institutions representing the Crown or the local 

municipall  council against each other. This was true also when it was a matter of redressing any 

wrongss committed against any subordinate grouping, for example 'Indians' or 'pardos',, or in those 

attemptss by any individual members of these groupings to achieve some favor or privilege such as 

enteringg the ministry or the university. In all of these instances the King intervened between the 

quarrelsomee parties as a personal mediator either adjudicating to maintain 'justice' by preserving 

bothh the proper balance and the hierarchical ordering among the different segments of society, or as 

thee ultimate source of mercies and favors (Guerra, 1992:56-66, 72-78,149-162; 1992:110-130; 

1994:196-202;; Leal Curiel, 1990:101-170; Schaub, 1998:41-46). It is true that with regard to the 

strictt juridical ordering of the colony the corporate identity of the 'pardo' population was at best 

negativelyy defined through a series of legislated prohibitions and exclusions. Nevertheless, by 

meanss of a series of ad hoc royal dispositions and dispensations—the right, for example, to organize 

themselvess into ethnically defined brotherhoods, guilds or militias-which was bestowed on them 
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bothh by the king through his representatives and by the local church at least a privileged segment 

amongg the 'pardos' managed to achieve a somewhat more positive corporate identity withi n the 

polity .. TTiis would have been why,, according to many historians, at least during the first  stages of 

thee wars of Independence on account of their  traditionalism both 'pardos' and Indians would have 

sidedd with the king. Whil e the situation was considerably more complicated than that, it wil l not be 

unti ll  chapter  five, six and nine, that I wil l examine the issue of the subaltern populations' supposed 

traditionalism . . 

Whil ee in Spain itself it was not uncommon for  the monarch to intervene personally in the 

differentt  quarrels and conflicts, the enormous distances separating the court in Madri d from the 

Indiess prevented the King from making such an appearance. There his personal presence was 

mediatedd by a sprawling bureaucratic machinery staffed by a copious personnel and oiled by 

massivee paperwork bearing the king's seal and often involved with the casuistic adjudication of 

particularr  issues and instances. Historians often express admiration that such a vast empire was 

maintainedd for  such a long time by such bureaucratic means and with a relatively modest militar y 

presence.. Whatever  was the case, what I need to point out here is that the existence of such an 

overgrownn bureaucracy should not be seen as evidence that an impersonal rationalit y permeated the 

workingss of the Spanish empire. Bearing thee ruler' s seal and through the insistent circulation of the 

signifierss of royalty, each time the many documents imaginaril y conjured a personal relationship 

betweenn the monarch and the individuals or  corporations to which they were addressed. Based 

alwayss on the tacit acknowledgement of the "existence,"  "rights "  and "duties"  of the groups 

(Guerra,, 1992:123), the written rulings and dispositions as much as the personal interventions by 

onee or  another  crown representative ultimately instantiated the singular  relations of the King with 

particularr  categories of subjects. This is why, not readily translatable into universal dictates valid 

beyondd the specific instances to which they were addressed, these rulings kept proliferatin g 

evolvingg into a huge body of ad hoc legislation which, at least from a contemporary perspective, 

wass riddled with glaring inconsistencies. 

Perhapss nowhere was the personalist particularism of the monarchy more in evidence than 

inn the royal portraitur e prominently displayed inside the public buildings were the local authority 

structuree was housed or, during any major  celebration, outside right  at the center  of the public 
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square.. I referred above to the festivities in Caracas for  the accession of Charles IV in 1789 to the 

Crown,, where the portrait s of both King and Queen figured prominently displayed for  the duration. 

But,, always celebrated in and around the main public square, 

thee physical representation of the king-hi s portrait—played a central role in the juras [oaths] 

whichh formalized the political loyalty to the new monarch (Guerra 1998:133). 

Givenn the just mentioned particularisti c assumptions, it should not be all that surprising to find out 

thatt  the entire legalistic machinery of the monarchy tended to and was ultimately anchored in the 

bodilyy presence of the king. Since every significant transaction anyway fantasmatically conjured the 

singular,, embodied relation between the king and his subjects, one may very well say that, in its 

workings,, the monarchy was ruled by an incarnational logic which insistently demanded that, at 

leastt  in some marked places and occasions, the body of the king made itself visibly present. And 

sincee in the colonies this requirement could not be met by the actual bodily presence of the monarch 

itt  was his portrait s that, as the next best things available, had to do their  kingly job in his absence. 

Prominentlyy displayed in certain marked occasions, among other  things these kingly portrait s were 

theree to enable the performative actualization of the 'pact'  between the King and his subjects 

(Guerra,, 1998:133; Leal Curiel, 1990:140; 1998:179, 192 for  the destruction of the king's portrait s 

ass subversive republican acts). Also as potent reminders and demonstrations that what all the 

paperworkk and bureaucratic transactions of the kingdom ultimately relayed and was about was this 

singularr  presencee of the monarch addressing particular  categories of subjects. Placed, as Schaub 

says,, "at the heart of all possible representations", the monarch was then the personalized instance 

inn charge of dispensing justice while arbitratin g among all the conflicting interests, bodies and 

statess composing the kingdom. 

Itt  was the disappearance of this "sovereign arbitrator , the King"  (Lynch:33) as the instance 

whichh to a point guaranteed the relative integrity , rights and identities of the different sectors of the 

colonyy while, whenever  necessary, arbitratin g between their  conflicting claims which ultimately 

mayy be held accountable for  the "multiplicatio n of conflicts among the social actors"  (Guerra 

1998:119)) after  independence both in Venezuela and elsewhere throughout Spanish America. An 

explorationn of the consequences from this momentous disappearance will have to wait until a later 
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chapter.. Until then, however, it is important to realize how much it was precisely the enabling and 

arbitratin gg presence of the king that to a large extent accounted for  the relative stability of the 

coloniall  order. Because even the occasional rebellions, as historians sometimes insist, were not 

usuallyy directed against his authority but often were carried out in the King' s name against the "bad 

government""  of one or  another  of the crown's local representatives (Phelan, 1978:XVD-XIX, 87-88, 

156-159).. Relayed through a hierarchy of representatives and institutions it was, then, the presence 

off  the Spanish monarch which enabled the different segments to assert their  separate claims and 

identitiess and effectively prevented the relations among the different bodies and estates of the 

coloniall  order  from reaching the conflictive levels which, from a contemporary viewpoint, 

otherwisee were to be expected from the existing exclusions and cleavages. For  example, whenever 

thee relations between the local white aristocracy and the 'pardos' were strained it was possible for 

anyy of the two parties to bypass any negotiations and contacts with the other  and, through a series of 

mediatingg instances, appeal directly for  redress to the king. 

Wit hh the above I do not mean however  to say that, at least in Venezuela, the colonial order 

wass some sort of pressure cooker  kept from bursting by the kingly valve sitting on top of it all, even 

iff  this is just what many studies imply. From reading these one often gets an impression of the last 

threee or  four  decades of the colony as a veiled war  of all against all barely contained from exploding 

byy the arbitratin g interventions of the monarch. Wit h everyone just waiting to get at each others 

throatss it was enough, in this view, for  the revolutionaries to dispose of the king for  the whole to 

explodee in multipl e fragments amidst horrifi c violence. Even if it contains more than a grain of true, 

neverthelesss this version incurs in considerable simplifications. It is true that the existing fissures 

andd cleavages were a source of considerable friction  and hostility sometimes leading to individual 

instancess of conflict and, even, to rebellions. More often than not, however, the relations (or  lack 

thereof)) among the different segments unfolded more or  less pacifically and not just because the 

kingg was there ready to throw his (surrogate) body in between the conflicting parties. Things were 

considerablyy more complicated than that. 

Too begin with, the king's arbitration s and even outright meddlings took place in the context 

off  a corporate system where every segment was turned somewhat on its own towards his royal 

personaa as the higher  instance in charge of confirming the very validit y and legality of an identity 
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which,, however, was assumed to preexist the bargain. Withi n this relatively privatized relation the 

kingg was also the instance that ultimately sanctioned, authorized or  even promoted any change or 

improvementt  in the status and conditions of any corporate sector  insofar  as these did not run against 

thee existing hierarchical order. This meant that withi n their  singular  conversations with the monarch 

eachh corporate actor  took for  granted both its respective identity together  with the hierarchical 

orderingg where it was included. Conversely, it also meant that the king was tacitly posited by the 

differentt  corporate actors as the precondition enabling the successful articulation of their  identities, 

aspirationss and grievance within me colonial order. An order, I might add, in which the predomi-

nancee of the white rulin g strata went largely unquestioned even if by no means unresented, 

antagonizedd or, in some cases, was even altogether  bypassed. Conflicts mostly arose when 

memberss from this strata were perceived as flagrantly trespassing the bounds of the rights and 

privilegess to which they were legitimately entitled. Thus, for  example, when Spanish or  creole 

landownerss encroached on the communal lands assigned to the Indians as corporate members of 

onee of the two 'republics' composing the polity. Also when members from other  lower  groupings 

triedd to gain access to the higher  orders usually by having their  corporate identities redefined by 

somee royal dispensation (Brit o Figueroa, 1975:169-171,173-174; Mckinley, 1993:165-167). When 

thee revolutionaries deposed the king they, therefore, did not just remove some superstructural 

kingpinn holding together  an undifferentiated social magma ready to erupt. They also gave up a 

wholee complex economy for  apportioning value and establishing individual and collective identities 

predicatedd on the subtle shifting between the given and the constituted, the taken for  granted 

orderingg and its articulation in reference to the king through a series of intricat e negotiations and 

differentiatedd performances. It was this specular, privatized economy of relations between the king 

andd the corporate bodies that was far  more fundamental and constitutive than any kingly interven-

tion,, arbitratin g or  otherwise. On it depended not just the solution of any punctual grievances 

amongg the corporate bodies but their  very viabilit y as actors for  example airing some grievance 

withi nn the colonial order  of things. 

Bentt  on discerning unbroken continuities between the colonial past and the present many 

marxistt  Venezuelan historians often, nevertheless, bypass the above colonial logic insisting instead 

onn looking at the final years of the colony through one or  another  anachronistic prism, for  example, 
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classs struggle. For  this purpose, any recorded instances of conflict between the Indians', triades' or 

'pardos''  and the white rulin g strata are retrospectively construed as evidence for  the intensification 

off  just such racially inflected class tensions and antagonisms in the decades just prior  to 

independence.. And, once this is done, the ensuing violence of the wars of independence may be 

confidentlyy referred back to these instances as their  latent cause simmering just beneath the 

repressiverepressive surfaces of the colonial order  (Brit o Figueroa, 1993). As Mc Kinley has observed in a 

recentt  book which in many ways amounts to a considerable reinterpretation of the colonial record 

forr  the province of Caracas which, nevertheless, probably may be made extensive to the whole of 

whatt  is nowadays Venezuela this view is, however, contingent on retrospectively reading "any sign 

off  antagonism"  as an announcement of what came afterwards (McKinley , 1985:163). The canonical 

historiographicall  locus for  these kinds of arguments is, surely, the intransigent opposition that the 

Caracass elite mounted from the municipal council against the royal bil l of "gracias al sacar" 

(merciess to be obtained) issued by the King in 1795. According to this bill 

thee 'pardos' could receive the treatment of 'Don'  [gentleman] provided they paid the amount 

off  one thousand reales; also, they could be considered white, therefore qualified for  the 

exercisee of municipal offices, after  paying five hundred reales (Arias Amaro:85 — my 

translation). . 

Consideringg the time it must have taken for  it to reach Caracas from the distant court in Madrid , the 

locall  aristocracy reacted quite promptly to this bill . Faced with such royal "largesse"  already in 

1796,, at the most one year  after  the bil l was issued, the Caracas elite sent a communication to the 

Kin gg where his offers to the 'pardos' were rejected as inadmissible attempts to tamper  with the local 

hierarchies.. Whil e charging the royal representatives with "openly protecting the vile people to the 

detrimentt  of the esteem which is due to the ancient, distinguished and honest families"  of the 

provincee the document insisted on 

"th ee injur y which any White person conceives from just the mere rumor of mixing with 

suchh people or  allowing them into their  houses, and the impossibility for  such an 

understandingg to be erased even if law, privileges or  mercy intervenes"  (cited in Vallenill a 
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Lanz,, 1990:74-75). 

Althoughh this is just what more than one contemporary historian has done, it is not at all 

self-evidentt  that one should draw from these and other  recorded incidents the picture of a 

beleagueredd aristocracy forced to defend its privileges and status against the increasingly vocal and 

aggressivee demands of the majorit y 'pardo' population. It is not at all clear  that the outrage among 

thee 'Creoles' was provoked by any imminent threat again the existing hierarchies originating in the 

locall  'pardo' population. As Mckinley notes on the basis of a careful reading of the colonial 

documents,, during the entire episode there were only eight attempts on the part of the 'pardos' to 

"seekk some dispensation of any kind"  probably because the number  of those among them rich 

enoughh to take advantage from the legal reforms was quite reduced (McKinley, 1985:167). This 

doess not mean, however, that the "whit e caste"  was not "generally in the defensive against the rest 

off  society"  or  that the "other  castes did not occasionally resort to violence as a slightly erratic 

reactionn to their  sad destiny"  (ibid: 163). McKinley however  insists that these manifestations are 

commonplacee in any colonial situation marked by "endemic poverty"  and strong inequalities and 

thatt  a "state of siege mentality"  is the norm whenever  a small white colonial minorit y monopolizes 

powerr  (ibid). The author  alerts against taking the antagonistic "attitudes"  among the castes which, 

anyway,, probably remained quite constant over  a long period of time, as an "explanation for  the 

raciall  tensions"  (ibid). Instead he insists that a much more reliable indicator  is the increase in the 

numberr  of conflicts and, "fro m this perspective", it cannot be said that in the late colonial period 

"th ee racial friction s in Caracas were considerably on the rise"  (ibid: 164). 

Fromm this McKinley concludes that regardless of the existing anxieties among the rulin g 

strata,, the "status quo"  which "since a long time"  had "ordered and regulated the coexistence among 

thee castes"  was not under  any serious threat (ibid). The Indians had, at the time become quite 

"marginal ""  in the province of Caracas. And, although economically crucial, the population of black 

slavess did not present too serious a problem because, on the one hand, it was totally subjugated by 

thee whites and, on the other, the slave's legal status was never  revised by crown legislation 

(ibid:70).. Therefore the "central relation in the interaction of the castes was that between the whites 

andd the pardos"  who, according to some estimates, constituted up to 50% of the population of the 

provincee (Brit o Figueroa, 1975:150). The difficultie s originated in the inabilit y of the existing "legal 
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restrictions"restrictions"  to confine this caste to a well demarcated place in society due, mostly, to the 

ambiguitiess generated by racial mixing and to a series of "imperia l reforms"  which since the second 

halff  of the XVHt h century at least in writin g if not always in reality allowed pardos 

sincee the 1760s on to participate in the militias, become officers and enjoy legal privileges 

andd exemptions. In 1795 they were given legal rights to enjoy dispensations from their  color 

orr  race, from illegitimacy, etc (McKinley,  1993:164). 

Accordingg to McKinley this legislation would have exacerbated a situation in which the Caracas 

pardoss already enjoyed greater  freedom than elsewhere in Spanish America, as evidenced by the 

"relativ ee degree of spatial and economic mobility "  which they enjoyed in the province. 

Nevertheless,, in spite of all this the whites were not in any way about to be run over  by the pardos 

sincee they had shown themselves to be remarkably successful in containing their  advances within 

thee existing hierarchical arrangements. Thus, for  example, 

inn the case of the formation of militia s of pardos there was never  a serious threat to the 

sociall  hierarchy: the highest ranked officers of these militia s were white; the pardo officers 

andd soldiers never  received the same salaries nor  the same privileges as the white; the pardo 

unitss were kept strictl y segregated from the companies of whites in order  to discourage any 

ideaa of egalitarianism. Besides, the militarizatio n of the pardos was less than that of the 

whitee both in relative as in absolute termas. There is no evidence that the pardo milicias 

constitutedd a factor  of disruption in the lif e of the province before 1810. In view of the 

absencee of serious controversy over  their  presence already since 1770, one may surmise that 

thee white accepted the existence of the militia s and also that they fulfille d their  function of 

absorbingg the pardos which otherwise could have become disaffected from the regime of 

thee whites (ibid: 164-165). 

Inn light of all the above how to account, then, for  the virulence of the white elite's reaction in 1796 

againstt  the royal bill of "gracias al sacar"? McKinley convincingly argues that this was not because 

att  the time the pardos were in any way effectively threatening this elite's status and privileges. 
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Somewhatt  less convincingly, the author  also argues that it was not the case that the white elite was 

undergoingg a "crisi s of confidence"  in their  relations with the crown (ibid: 165) provoked among 

otherr  reasons by its protection of the pardo population. For  McKinley the virulence of the reaction 

wass motivated by the awareness among the white elite's leaders of the "potential significance of the 

measure""  of granting the pardo's the possibility to obtain a certificate of 'purit y of blood' in 

exchangee for  a certain payment. Aware that their  position in society was largely contingent on the 

tightt  monopolistic control over  the local political and militar y structure or  in restricting access to 

thee priesthood or  the university, as well as more generally on maintaining a rigid  separation from 

thee lower  orders, the white elite was ever  ready to block any possible opening which over  the long 

runn could threaten their  social preeminence. 

Ass for  the relation of the elite to the crown the rapidit y with which the latter  responded to 

thee former' s complaints is the best indication that no irreparabl e strain seriously soured their  mutual 

relations.. On the contrary, even if from a different standpoint, the crown was no less invested than 

thee creole aristocracy in preserving the local hierarchical arrangements since only these could 

guaranteee that the flow of transactions between the colony and the metropoli would go on 

uninterrupted .. It thus quickly responded to the elite's protestations through a series of additional 

measuress which in practice restricted the possible effects of the original dispositions. It was enough, 

forr  this purpose, with raising the costs of the dispensations to the point that they became unafford-

ablee to all but the most wealthy among the pardos. And even in those cases where the dispensations 

weree actually bought, a series of royal obstructions effectively blocked their  actualization. 

Itt  is however  a simplification to say, as McKinley does, that the crown's "main"  motivation 

forr  the dispensations was the desire to extract additional funds from the colony and "onl y 

tangentially""  to "grant a kind of compensation to the deserving pardos"  (ibid: 166). Even if one can 

neverr  discount greed, given the endemic financial strains of the monarchy, it is not sufficient to 

accountt  for  the royal dispensations mostly in reference to this sentiment and "tangentially "  in terms 

off  the presence or  lack thereof of benevolent dispositions on the part of the crown towards any one 

segmentt  in society. In turnin g a series of narrowly defined pragmatic ends into the only relevant 

contextt  for  apprehending the significance of the dispensations this explanation entirely bypasses the 

widerr  contemporary context afforded by the modernizing impetus of the Bourbon dynasty. Along 
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withh other  roughly contemporary measures, at least in part the dispensations must be apprehended 

inn reference to the self-representation of the Bourbons as the incarnation of a modernizing and 

universall  rationalit y often pitted against the parochial interests of local elites all across the empire. 

Itselff  not reducible to either  royal benevolence or  greed it is this modernizing impetus which, itself 

expressedd in a wide range of ideological formulations and practical interventions, is then the wider 

andd more significant context in which royal measures such as the 1795 dispensations ultimately 

needd to be evaluated. Because even if, as Guerra argues and was mentioned before, rather  than an 

"expressionn of reality"  the status of the "absolutist discourse"  of the Bourbons was more that of an 

"ideal""  or  a "project "  (Guerra, 1998:130), this does not mean that it was bereft of any practical or 

ideologicall  consequences. As I wil l argue briefl y below, the opposite was rather  the case. 

Heree it is enough, however, to say that in the context of other  contemporary measures and 

ideologicall  formulations, the dispensations which in 1765 the crown offered the pardos were rightl y 

perceivedd by the white Caracas elite as an intolerable attempt on the part of the monarchy of 

unilaterall yy circumventing its 'pact'  with the local social order  by tampering with its hierarchical 

arrangements.. Hence, at least partially , the virulence of the 17% reaction may be accounted for  in 

termss of the determination on the part of the white rulin g strata to hold the crown accountable to its 

obligationss towards the local corporate order  within which, regardless of any existing tensions and 

conflicts,, its social preeminence went largely undisputed. In this light when it comes to 

understandingg the character  of the elite's reaction it is not particularl y relevant if the pardos actually 

presentedd an imminent threat to the social structure of the province. What was far  more 

consequentiall  is the wider  threat posed by the royal interventions in the local scene which, in 

weakeningg the pact between the crown and its subjects, effectively undermined the structure of 

sentimentss and legitimacies on which the local preeminence of the elite was itself contingent. If, 

then,, it may be exaggerated to speak of a "crisi s of confidence,"  one may nevertheless detect strain 

inn the reaction of the white rulin g strata to the crown together  with the determination to set the 

recordd straight so as to prevent any futur e misunderstandings possibly leading to unsavory local 

developmentss in the relations among the castes in the province. 

Givenn how favorable was the outcome of this and other  episodes to the local elite, or  how 

effectivee this elite was in articulatin g its interests, one may nevertheless agree with McKinley that 
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thee view of a beleaguered aristocracy in the last decades of the colony is greatly exaggerated if not 

altogetherr mistaken. Even if the social situation in the colony was by no means free from tensions 

orr the ruling elite from the corresponding anxieties, nevertheless it may be said that beyond any 

actuall  conflicts or fantasmatic projections the whites remained safely in control of the local 

hierarchyy right until the revolutionary rupture of independence. To the point that, contravening the 

opinionn of an overwhelming majority of historians, McKinley is able to claim that 

Caracas,, before 1810, probably enjoyed more stable racial relations than the majority of the 

otherr colonies of the empire (ibid: 163). 

Itt is true that the presence of the royal representatives constituted an obstacle often refraining the 

whitee caste from fully giving free reign to its dominating designs. By providing a measure of 

juridicall  protection, and also avenues through which especially the better off among the pardos 

couldd assert their claims and identities while gaining access to a limited range of favors and 

privileges,, the monarchy stood as a barrier between all the other castes and the ruling strata. 

Neverthelesss it was always mindful in its interventions of not overturning the existing social order, 

evenn if since the advent of the Bourbons to the crown the latter found itself increasingly at odds 

withh the particularistic designs of the local elites. If the crown tended to side with these elites in all 

majorr conflicts that was not however simply, as McKinley suggests, because they ultimately shared 

similarr interests or views regarding the structure of local society. It is just that in a situation where it 

neededd to preserve the continuity of its relations with the colony the crown was forced to side with 

thosee with the capacity to guarantee it. 

Iff  the relation with the more privileged segments among the pardos were largely under 

control,, regulated as it was through a series of intervening institutions such as guilds, brotherhoods 

orr militias, this was not however the case with the less privileged and considerably more numerous 

memberss from this caste. Amounting to a much larger floating population, the majority of pardos 

foundd no easy accommodation within the existing arrangements concentrating instead in different 

areass of the province largely free from everything but the most episodic forms of control on the part 

off  the colonial order. Although its behavior and predispositions varied greatly according to 

geographicall  area, nevertheless the whites were interested in presenting a homogeneous image of 
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thiss floating population as an unruly crowd 

composedd of individual s which, having abandoned their  towns and indigenous communities 

andd retired to depopulated and uncultivated areas, were vagrants and discontented from all 

thee classes which united in order  to promote and undertake all sorts of atrocities (ibid: 167). 

McKinle yy makes, however, clear  that there was a sharp difference between the "illegal settlements" 

off  the Cordiller a of the Coast and those concentrations "inland , in los Llanos (the Plains),"  the vast 

openn region just south from the capital city of the province. In the coastall  region pardos joined other 

"escapedd slaves", 'Indian s and even whites"  forming communities beyond the scope of the colonial 

orderr  where "ther e are littl e indications that crime and vagrancy constituted a problem"  (ibid: 168). 

Whil ee one cannot be sure, it would seem that the main motivation for  joinin g these communities 

easilyy accessible to the colonial authorities was not to evade the law but "t o escape the yoke of 

whitee society living with more freedom, although in an orderly manner, in its margins"  (ibid). The 

situationn was somewhat different in the cattle raising region of los Llanos populated as it was by a 

semi-nomadicc population and where "mor e or  less 40% of the pardos of the province lived [and] 

crimee and vagrancy were perhaps more pronounced"  (ibid: 168). 

Yett  whatever  difficultie s the "antisocial activities"  of this floating population may have 

posedd to white society these nevertheless "never  represented a threat for  the statu quo lik e the one 

originatin gg in the reclamation of rights through legal means"  on the part of the more privileged 

amongg the pardos (ibid: 167). And, in any case, these difficultie s remained constant since at least the 

beginningss of the eighteenth century (ibid: 169). Therefore one cannot rely on them to account for 

thee elite's decision in the late colonial period to do something to control not just the antisocial 

elementss but "th e pardos in their  totality"  (ibid: 169). In other  words, this decision was not 

motivatedd by the pardos suddenly becoming more threatening to the colonial order  in the last few 

decadess before independence. What happened was, rather, that the generalized economic and social 

growthh during this period increasingly made more urgent the need to control the pardos, now 

perceivedd as a problem, by curbing any behavior  deemed antisocial and "bindin g the [nomadic] 

rura ll  pardos to fixed residences"(ibid.). In the Cordiller a of the Coast the growth of an "urba n and 

sociall  network"  meant that the presence of "semianarchic communities"  in its midst was increasing-
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lyy intolerable both to the royal authorities and the hacienda owners of the area (ibid.). As for the 

Llanos,, there too the growth of new towns and the expansion of the lands controlled by the whites 

throughh the establishment of new cattle ranches bode ill for the semi-nomadic pardos of the region. 

Thesee changes meant that there was now a decreased tolerance both for the free use of land on the 

partt of the pardos and for any forms of banditry or cattle-stealing originated in their midst, as well 

ass the need for a steadier supply of labor for the ranches. 

Here,, however, we have a clear case where the varying attitudes and outlook of the white 

strataa and of the royal representatives is sharply in evidence. While for the royal officers it was 

merelyy a matter of eradicating the illegal settlements, returningg the escaped slaves to their owners or 

patrollingg more carefully the province to avoid crime, the plans of the white hacienda owners were 

considerablyy more ambitious. In general, they used the existing social disruptions to back "their 

argumentt that it would be advantageous for all if the pardos, in their totality, were bound to the soil" 

(ibd:: 169). For this purpose, at the beginning of the 1770s a group of cattle-ranchers from the Llanos 

triedd unsuccessfully to enact a legal code authorizing them to set a whole system of customs 

enablingg them to control the movement of peoples and cattle in the region. While all these plans 

ultimatelyy backfired largely due to thee arbitrating presence of the crown in the province, neverthe-

lesss they must be seen as symptomatic of the tendencies at least within certain sectors among the 

whitee elite to break loose from the straitjacket of the local corporate order which was increasingly 

becomingg too narrow for its ambitions. As McKinley argues, it was the attempt to enact these plans 

alreadyy in the context of the independence movement which would break the balance among the 

differentt castes, and especially with the pardos, thus unleashing a catastrophic violence unparalleled 

inn the rest of the continent and which would preside over the social life of the independent nation 

upp until the beginning of the twentieth century (ibid: 170). 

ProvincesProvinces of the Empire 

Butt the above story will also have to wait for a later chapter. For now it suffices to 

emphasizee the remarkable stability and overall prosperity of the social and economic order that was 

administeredd and ruled right from within the central squares of each of the capital cities of the 

differentt provinces of Tierra Firme, the name which during colonial times was given to the territory 
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broadlyy corresponding to what is nowadays Venezuela. Up until the 1770's when a cluster  of royal 

initiative ss drew them "int o a fragile interlocking network dominated by Caracas"  (Lombardi , 

1982:103)) colonial Venezuela included six largely autonomous provinces, each constituting a 

relativelyy independent pohtico-administrative and economic unit on its own accountable either  to 

thee Vicerroyalty of Santa Fe (roughly corresponding to what is nowadays Colombia) or  the 

Audienciaa of Santo Domingo (Salcedo Bastardo, 1993:112). The central areas of Tierr a Firme were 

occupiedd by the province of Caracas or  of Venezuela, as was also called what was surely the richest 

andd most powerful among all the Venezuelan colonial provinces. To the east was the province of 

Maracaibo,, with its important port and thrivin g commercial activity, while the eastern sectors of the 

present-dayy Venezuelan territorie s corresponded to the colonial provinces of Guayana, Cumana, 

Margarit aa and Trinidad . 

Alongsidee all of its other  connotations, the most enduring meaning of the term 'province' 

duringg the colony was that of a fiscal unit. As such, it designated for  fiscal purposes the territory 

dependentt  on a main city or  'ciudad principal '  (Guerra, 1992:68-70) and headed by a Governor  and 

aa Captain General (Salcedo Bastardo, 1993:112; Troconis de Veracoechea, 1992:86-88). 

Amountingg to a "small republic,"  it was precisely this "city-province "  or  the articulation of a main 

cityy with "it s territor y and its dependent cities"  that, according to Guerra, was "th e lower  level 

politicall  unit"  not just in Venezuela but, more inclusively, "i n all of Hispanic America"  (Guerra, 

1992:348-349).. As such, it was the local terminus of an Imperial bureaucratic machinery the 

pinnacless of which were, in America, the largest Audiencias and the Vicerroyalties, and, in Spain, 

thee Council of the Indies which 

inn general (...) might be described as a legislative and supervisory body, acting by means of 

generall  and special legislation appointments to public office and the judicial supervision of 

officialss (Gongora, 1975:84). 

Thiss institution was one among the several councils that made up the "counciliar  system"  used by 

thee Spanish crown to exercise its rule and authority over  both its Iberian and American dominions 

(Gonzalezz Echevarria, 1990:52). Whil e each of these councils was a "deliberate body"  having under 

itss jurisdictio n an area of the empire"  they in turn were all subject to the "fina l authority"  of "th e 
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Crownn who could and did exercise it"  (ibid). As for  the American territories, these were originall y 

dividedd for  administrative purposes into the two major  viceroyalties of New Spain and Peru, to 

whichh two other  were added in later  years, and further  subdivided into provinces (Williamson, 

1992:91)) as the seats of the "local governorships"  (Gongora, 1875:86). In line with Guerra's 

understandingg of the political significance of these 'city-provinces', Gongora regards these 

province'ss governorships as "th e basic administrative unit in the Indies"  (ibid:86). Often the offices 

off  Governor  and Captain General were held by different incumbents, yet in the case of the 

Venezuelann provinces both posts fell to the same person (Troconis de Veracoechea, 1992b:337). 

Thiss meant that both the tasks of government as well as the militar y ones were concentrated in the 

samee hand, something that perhaps may be accounted for  in terms of the relatively marginal status 

off  the Venezuelan territorie s within the Empire, and also because of their  greater  exposure to the 

attackss by corsaries and pirates which, endemic throughout the colonial period, presumably placed a 

greatt  onus on the unity of command. 

Inn order  to complete the above, admittedly sketchy outline of the politico-administrativ e 

structuree of the Spanish empire one should add the 'corregimientos' or  districts and the smaller 

'cabildos''  or  municipal councils just below the provincial level. Both instances, corregimientos and 

smallerr  cabildos, were dependent on and ruled and administered from the governorships and the 

largerr  municipal councils located in the capitals of each province. This institutional structure came 

too life, was articulated through a ceaseless flow of legal documents recording the initiatives, 

instructionss and dictates from a hierarchized army of royal officers, as well as through these 

officer' ss frequent comings and goings which bound together  the highest and the lowest politico-

administrativ ee instances of the Empire, all the way from the Vicerroy way up at the top down to the 

lastt  corregidor  withi n the vast domainss corresponding to any one of the Vicerroyalties. This 

proliferatio nn of "legal papers"  which "covered the New World"  (Gonzalez Echeverria, 1990:48) 

attestss to the centrality of the law in the workings of the Spanish administration, so much so that it 

hass been said that 

off  all the colonizing peoples of modern times the Spaniards were the most legal-minded 

(Harin gg in Gonzalez Echevarrfa, 1990:48). 
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Althoughh casuistically oriented, this "legalistic make-up"  of the state would be a mark of its 

modernityy since "individual s defined its relationship to it in legal, not genealogical terms"  (ibid:48). 

I ff  "th e most visible feature"  of the state was the "entanglement of the individual in a complex set of 

relationshipss with the central power"  (ibid), then such entanglement was itself exhaustively 

regulatedd and punctuated by the meticulous workings of the law. It is not just that, as remarked by 

Echeverria,, "Americ a existed as a legal document"  (the Capitulations of Santa Fe given by the 

Spanishh monarchs to Columbus on the eve of his first  voyage) "before it was physically discovered" 

(ibid:46);;  this centrality of the law is itself imprinted in the orderly lay-out of the New World' s 

citiess and towns which, as indicated earlier, was legally dictated from the start. 

Givenn this status of the law it is not surprising that it was the presence or  absence of an 

Audienciaa or  larger  body specializing in the "dispensing of justice"  (Gongora, 1975:89) which 

largelyy determined the hierarchical standing of any given pohtico-admirastrative instance within the 

empire.. Thus, only the viceroyalties and the largest and most important governorships also included 

Audiencias.. Besides the strictly juridica l functions, in consultation with the viceroys or  governors 

thee Audiencias also discharged "administrativ e and executive functions"  generally behaving as 

"council ss of state"  (Williamson, 1992:92). It was precisely this articulation of the figures of 

Vicerroyy or  Governor  and that of the Audiencia which, in the Indies, amounted to the "complex 

superiorr  governmental structure"  which "emphasized, quite naturally , the representation of the Kin g 

vis-a-viss his subjects"  (Gongora, 1975:89). Thus, while the Viceroy "represented the King' s person" 

inn turn 

thee acts of the Audiencia were under  royal seal, and the Provisions which they promulgated 

weree headed with the name and tides of the monarch. 

Inn this respect Gongora indicates that 

thee reception of the royal seal (...) was one of the important acts of the political ritual  of 

coloniall  times, and represented a symbolic attempt to compensate, albeit only partly , for  the 

permanentt  absence of the king (ibid). 
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Afterr  an initia l period when the vicerroy was also the president of all the audiencias within his 

dominion,, eventually he only came to preside over  those located "i n the capital cities of the largest 

provinces",, Lima or  Mexico City for  example, which also housed the relatively splendorous court 

lif ee gathered around his person. Although subject to the viceroy's jurisdiction , the "lesser 

audiencias""  came to acquire their  own presidents. Nevertheless, the viceroy still retained "th e 

functionss of militar y governor  and the ultimate responsibility in matters of policy"  so that the 

relationss between "th e vicerregal audiencia and its satellite audiencias"  amounted to a hierarchically 

articulatedd structure (Williamson, 1992:93). It was not until the closing decades of the colony that 

Caracass came to enjoy its own Audiencia, hence the subordination of the Venezuelan provinces-

Caracass included-to other  higher  administrative instances just beyond their  immediate territories . 

Havingg outlined their  larger  institutional context, it is time now to return to the Venezuelan 

provincess and briefl y explore in the next of the two chapters into which I have divided my discus-

sionn of the colonial order  the overall social, political and economic structure of the different 

Venezuelann provinces as well as of the hinterlands surrounding the provincial capitals. 


